PEST CONTROL

FLEA TREATMENT
CLIENT PREPARATION SHEET
Before our arrival please review
and complete all the necessary
preparations listed below. These
steps will ensure that your
Technician is able to provide an
effective and safe treatment.

How To Prepare For Your Treatment

PETS




Arrange for your pets (animals) to be treated for fleas before the premises are treated.
Remove and clean or dispose of all of pet bedding.
Birds and pets must be removed from the premises for 4 hours. Fish tanks and pumps must
be covered and the pumps turned off for 8 hours.

LIVING ROOM, BEDROOMS ETC





Move small items from the floor and move large items close together in the room so the
maximum area can be treated.
Vacuum all rugs, carpets and upholstered furniture. Special attention must be given to pet
resting areas. Vacuum bag should be discarded immediately after vacuuming.
Mop all tile and vinyl floors; sweep all floors that cannot be mopped.
Make as much of the floor space accessible by removing all small items from the floor. This
includes the bottom of closets and under beds.

After Your Treatment
The products applied will only be effective if the following steps are taken after your home is serviced:


DO NOT use other pest control chemicals
(powders or sprays) or cleaning products
near areas that have been sprayed, as this will
decrease or eliminate the effectiveness of the
treatments.



Avoid waxing or washing floors, especially the
edges for at least three weeks after the
treatment.



Because the treatment works best when fleas
sense vibration in the room, try not to leave
the home unoccupied for any length of time
(one to two weeks)



Vacuum as usual every day for a week after
the treatment.



Expect to see adult fleas for up to one week
after the treatment.



Do not steam clean carpets.

Reminder
It is necessary for you or your pets to leave your home during the treatment and for 4 hours after the
treatment. Anyone who has allergies, asthma, is pregnant, children under the age of 4 or anyone with
respiratory problems should consult their family doctor where they have concerns regarding the re-entry times.
Upon re-entry, open the windows for 20 minutes to properly ventilate the treated rooms.

What You Can Expect From Your Treatment
Your technician will use a variety of methods to control the ants depending on each unique situation. The
majority of the treatment will focus on the carpets, baseboards and pet resting areas. All treatments will be
made with your safety in mind to ensure your health.

(778) 903-PEST (7378)

